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Abstract: 

Chiastic order is an ancient expression for cross-classification. Cross-classification, in turn, is one of 
many terms used for the operation of conjoining or cross-mapping one domain, class or set of concepts 
with another. As such, it is the primordial form of non-quantified modelling and combinatory 
heuristics. This article presents a brief epistemological history of non-quantified modelling: its 
prehistory in the form of rhetorical chiasmus; its early (pre-symbolic) use by Plato as a cross-order 
(paradigmatic) modelling method; and its “modern” (symbolic) use by Leibniz as a calculus of 
concepts. It will also be shown how classification theory itself is built on a cross-classificatory 
construct involving two fundamental logical/structural relationships: subordination and conjunction. 
Finally, examples of modern computer-aided, non-quantified modal modelling are presented in the 
areas of design theory, operational research and decision science. 
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1. Introduction 

1.1 “The science of cross-classification” 

In 1906, Alfred North Whitehead (1861-1947) published an article – “The Axioms of Projective 

Geometry” (APG) – in which he made a curious association between geometry, classification theory 

and combinatoric (heuristic) modelling. Note that by the late 19th century, projective geometry had 

become a significantly more abstract mathematical discipline than its original conception as the study 

of perspective and geometric projection per se1. It had developed into a highly abstract, non-

metric form of geometry that deals with inter-dimensional relationships between geometric concepts 

and their symbolic representations. Whitehead wanted to develop a symbolic system for a geometry 

without magnitudes and independent of figures.2 He called this “the science of cross-classification”. 

 
“It is well-known that Geometry can be developed without any reference to measurement – and 
thus without any reference to distance, and without any reference to numerical coordinates for the 
indication of points. Geometry, developed in this fashion has been termed 'Non-metrical Projective 
Geometry'. … I have termed it, 'the science of cross-classification'.” 3 

Then he says something very interesting: 
 

“[The] science of cross-classification ... is not a science with a determinate subject matter. It is 
concerned with any subject matter to which the formal axioms may apply,”4 

So what is Whitehead up to? In what way is APG “the science of cross-classification” and what does it 

mean when he states that this science does not have any “determinate subject matter”?  

 

Two developments were taking place during the second half of the 19th century which engaged 

Whitehead in his early carrier as a mathematician. One was a revolution in the conception of space and 

a corresponding generalization of geometry.5 The other concerned the further development of 

operative symbolic systems6 as represented in the 19th century by the works of Frege, Boole, 

DeMorgan, Peacock and others. Whitehead is working at the intersection of these two areas of 

mathematics. Just as one can use the rules (axioms) of arithmetic to create a symbolic system for 

quantitative operations (i.e. the algebra of Viète and Descartes), then if one can formulate a rigorous 

axiomatic for a non-metric geometry, one should be able to use such axioms to create a symbolic 

system for a non-metric (non-quantified) “algebra of concepts”.7 Like its quantitative cousin, such an 

“algebra” should have the potential to become an ars inveniendi, a heuristic tool which is not fixed to 

any determinate subject matter, but which can “model” anything that is consistent with its syntactic 

rules.8 

 

In this endeavor, Whitehead is not only plugging himself into a epistemological tradition emerging out 

of the 17th century “symbolic revolution”9, but also into a pre-symbolic tradition stretching back to 

antiquity. We can see this more clearly if we follow Whitehead’s subsequent development from 

mathematics and logic into the philosophy of science. During the period between 1906 and 1947 (the 

year of his death), he wrote a number of books and articles in which he further discusses and develops 

the epistemology of cross-classification.10 His remarks reveal not only something about the concept 

per se, but also about its epistemological history and its association with conceptual modelling in 

general. Indeed, he finds its ancient roots in the Platonic dialogues, and its modern roots in the works 

of Gottfried Leibniz (1646-1716) and Hermann Grassmann (1809-1877). 
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Along the way, he has some interesting things to say about the distinction between two fundamental, 

perennial classificatory systems: linear hierarchal (hypotactic) classification and conjunctive 

coordinate (paratactic) classification11 – including the different types of reasoning involved in these 

two epistemic structures. (It is notable that, over the four decades of Whitehead’s work in this area, a 

simultaneous development was taking place in bibliographic classification theory, where this very 

same distinction was being explored and applied.12 Somewhat later, we also find the same distinction 

being applied in archaeological methodology.13) 

 

 “Classical” (Platonic pre-symbolic) roots 

In “Adventures of Ideas” (1933), Whitehead contrasts the “science of cross-classification” with the 

“science of mutually exclusive classification”: i.e. the strict hierarchal “classification into genera, and 

species, and sub-species” which he attributes to Aristotle.14 At first, he simply states that this 

(historically dominating) linear hierarchal classification approach was taken from Plato’s “method of 

divisions” (diaeresis).  However, later on, in “Essays in Science and Philosophy” (1947), he points out 

that Platonic diaeresis also involved another type of classificatory structure – called parallel-division – 

based not on hierarchal sub-ordination, but on conjunctive co-ordination (or the co-mingling of 

classes). He refers to this as: 

“... a wider conception of the scope of Logic which was obscured by the dominant Aristotelian 
[linear-hierarchal] theory. The [wider] concept was adumbrated by Plato, when in Sophist he 
points out the importance of a science of the mingling of forms [by which] to obtain more 
complex forms.”15  

He then cites the following lines from Sophist (253d-e): 

 

“Visitor. Now since we have agreed that the classes also commingle with one another or do not 
commingle, in the same way, must not he [the dialectician] possess some science [epistemes] and 
proceed by the processes of reason [logos]  ... to show correctly which of the classes harmonize 
with which, and which reject one another, and also if he is to show whether there are some 
elements extending through all and holding them together so that they can comingle... .16 

 

We shall return to the Platonic notion of the “comingling” or the “intertwining of concepts” (symploke 

eidon) in §4. 

 

 “Modern” (Leibnizian symbolic) roots 

As will be discussed in §5, what Whitehead means by non-metric, axiomatic-synthetic geometry was 

essentially what Gottfried Leibniz (1646-1716) was developing in the 1670’s and 80’s with his work 

on Characteristica Geometrica (“symbolic geometry”) and in a later article given the title Generales 

Inquisitiones de Analysi Notionum et Veritatum (General Inquiries on the Analysis of Concepts and 

Facts) from c. 1686. Leibniz was attempting to develop a “geometry of relations without magnitudes, 

independent of figures, embedded in a complete axiomatic and endowed with an expressive 

symbolism”.17 

 

Furthermore, Leibniz presents many of the basic axioms put forward by Whitehead and makes the 

self-same remark concerning the status of the symbolic system thus developed – i.e. that it is not fixed 

to any determinate subject area, but that it is a formal heuristic that can be applied to any area that 

conforms to its assertions. Whitehead was fully aware of this: 
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“The founder of the modern point of view … was Leibniz, who, however, was so far in advance of 
contemporary thought that his ideas remained neglected and undeveloped until recently; … 
especially “Generales Inquisitiones de Analysi Notionum et Veritatum” (written in 1686).”18 

 

The crux of this “modern point of view” involved the realization that symbolic systems can be 

employed as cognitive tools for exploring the deep (unseen) structure of their empirical targets. In this 

way, the symbolic system – or model – itself becomes an object of “empirical study”.19 This is what 

Leibniz called cognitio symbolica, and which today goes by such various names as surrogate 

reasoning20, generative symbolism21 and operative symbolic systems.22 As Serfati (2010) puts it: 
 

“After the introduction of the symbolic writing system, nothing in mathematics was anymore 
like before. The outcome was, strictly speaking, a (symbolic) revolution, one of the major 
components of the scientific revolution.” 23 

Whitehead was also heavily influenced by – and made a thorough study of – Hermann Grassmann 

who, in turn, was well acquainted with Leibniz’s earlier work on non-metric geometry (analysis situs) 

and was engaged in the very same “project”. Indeed, he considered his Ausdehnungslehre (1844) to be 

“the natural development of Leibniz’s ideas” 24. Their common aim was to develop a heuristic 

symbolic system that went beyond mathematics as such: 

 

“The more general aims of both Leibniz and Grassmann were the same – the setting up of a 
convenient calculus or art of manipulating signs by fixed rules, and of deducing therefrom true 
propositions for the things represented by the signs...  In each case their geometrical calculus was 
a particular application to geometry of a wider calculus for which each desired more than mere 
applicability to mathematics.”25  
 

The “wider” epistemological issue involved here is the realization that science develops not only in the 

light of new empirical discoveries or technical innovations; not only through the accumulation of 

empirical anomalies; nor necessarily on a so-called Tech-Last basis of involving “major unsolved 

practical problems”.26 Scientific revolutions are also facilitated by way of “rational discoveries”: 

anomalies and surprises emerging from within the very heuristic symbolic systems – or models – 

developed in order to represent empirical phenomena. This is the core idea behind what is today 

termed Model-Based Reasoning (MBR) and model-based science.27 

 

Thus the development of a general science of symbols (Formenlehre / Morphologie), or a universal 

calculus, goes beyond both mathematics and formal logic into pure concepts, further facilitating 

heuristic reasoning and supporting the art of discovery. However, what I wish to show is that ars 

inveniendi is not only supported via abstract symbolic systems, but is also found in pre-symbolic, 

conceptual modelling invented in ancient Greek science. Although non-symbolic conceptual modelling 

cannot match operative symbolic systems in either demonstration or discovery in the areas of 

mathematics and natural science, it can be applied to important areas of study that operative symbolic 

systems cannot (yet?) reliably represent in any “depth”: matters of human volition, including policy 

analysis, organisational design, strategic management and statecraft. These “deliberative” arts are part 

of what today is called soft-systems analysis in decision science – systems which are self-reflexively 

complex and involve what have been termed wicked problems.28 
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1.2 Epistemological history 

I have chosen to begin this article with Whitehead’s axiomatic treatment of non-metric geometry in 

order to emphasise how late 19th and early 20th century mathematics and philosophy of science were 

still in the process of rediscovering and further developing fundamental concepts emerging out of the 

17th Century symbolic revolution, and which, ultimately, date back to antiquity. The study of this type 

of historical conceptual development belongs to what is called Épistémologie Historique – usually 

inverted in English as Epistemological History.29 

 

The continental tradition of Epistemological History developed in the early half of the 20th century in 

France.30 It is not aimed simply at an “objective” chronological description of the history of theories of 

knowledge, but as an evaluative study of the history of scientific concepts developing within evolving 

epistemological-ontological frameworks – i.e. the reciprocal development of empirical research and 

rational frameworks. Among other things, this involves what has been called regulated or controlled 

anachronism: a self-conscious approach to historically relating the essential aspects of concepts or 

schemata from different time periods31. In this, it aims at: 
 

“… the establishment of a dynamic relationship between the past and the present…”32 by which 
to study “… the history of the production of scientific concepts [where] new theories integrated 
old theories in new paradigms, changing the sense of concepts.”33 

 

Thus the fundamental EH antimetabole: We use the past to better understand the present, and the 

present to better understand the past. This is expressed admirably by one of the great theoretical 

innovators and philosophers of science of the 20th century, Erwin Schrödinger (1887-1961) in “Nature 

and the Greeks” (1954). In studying ancient Greek science: 
 

“There is not only ... the hope of unearthing obliterated wisdom, but also of discovering 
inveterate error at the source, where it is easier to recognize. By the serious attempt to put 
ourselves back into the intellectual situation of the ancient thinkers, far less experienced as 
regards the actual behaviour of nature, but also very often much less biased, we may regain 
from them their freedom of thought.”34 

 

A stellar example of this productive relationship between the present and the past is exemplified by 

three of the central figures in the 20th century “quantum revolution” – Schrödinger, Werner Heisenberg 

and Wolfgang Pauli – all of whom deliberately (and by their own admission) looked “back” to Plato 

and the pre-Socratic philosophers for inspiration in formulating a theoretical framework for the 

interpretation of quantum physics.35 

1.3 Non-quantified modal modelling 

At this point it is appropriate to provide at least a minimal definition of what is meant – in this article – 

by both the notion of a (scientific) model in general, and a non-quantified model in particular.  As has 

been observed elsewhere36, the notion of a (scientific) model, like the notion of a “system” or “theory”, 

belongs to a class of concepts which essentially have unbounded domains. The open-ended nature of 

these concepts makes it difficult to give them both an all inclusive and a precise definition. However, 

we can at least supply a minimal, operative definition which suffices for the purposes of this study. We 

define a model (and we now drop the “scientific” qualifier and ask that it be understood) by way of the 

so-called E-R (“Entity-Relationship”) schema: 
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A model consists of: 

A) Two or more (mental) constructs that can serve as variables which can support a range of states 

or values – otherwise called the variable’s domain. We shall call these variables the 

parameters of the model.37  

 

B) The establishment of relationships (e.g. mathematical/functional, statistical, logical, modal, 

normative) between the domains of the different parameters, such that each parameter is 

“connected to” (i.e. constrained or influenced by) at least one of the other parameters.  

 

The development of these two components (variables and connective links) into a model is essentially 

an iterative process of (compositional) analysis and synthesis. In the analysis phase, variables and their 

respective domains are formulated which represent the model’s initial problem space. In the synthesis 

phase, connective relationships between parameters are defined and applied, thus binding the 

modelling space, determining its topological properties and constraining it in order to produce a 

solution or outcome space.  

 

Thus the basic framework for a model is an internally connected, n-dimensional conceptual space 

which goes under a number of different names depending on the nature of the model, its area of 

application and the properties of the space to be emphasised: for instance, a coordinate space, 

parameter space, configuration space, state space, phase space, or morphospace. 

 

A non-quantified model consists of: 
 

1) A set of category (a.k.a. categorical) variables, the discrete domains of which consist of 

elements which are either non-ordinal or can be rank-ordered. (In statistical analysis these are 

somewhat misleadingly called nominal and ordinal scales respectively).  
 

2) Relationships (or links) between the domains of the given variables can be established on the 

basis of non-metric (e.g. modal alethic and deontic) constraints.  

 

According to these “definitions”, a cross-classification or cross-mapping that coordinates two or more 

concepts or domains is the basic formal structure – and the essence – of a model. Also, when alethic 

(possibility, necessity and impossibility) and/or deontic (prescription and proscription) constraints are 

employed, this is an example of modal modelling, a species of modelling which has gained 

considerable interest during the past few decades.38  

 

The epistemological issues involved in modal modelling are complex and still variously contested – as 

is modal epistemology in general.39 In the present work, we are mainly concerned with “scientific 

modal inference” based on “objective modality”.40 This means that modal claims must be built on both 

logical consistency and empirical evidence concerning well defined targets. The targets can be 1) 

actual objects or systems to be evaluated or “tested” under different specified conditions, and 2) 

hypothetical (e.g. projected) systems which need to be explored and tested for compossibility 

beforehand, in order to weed out alethic and/or deontic inconsistencies or incompatibilities.41  

 

Note that while we treat alethic modality as empirically “objective” in scientific investigation 

generally (cf. Williamson, 2016), we also consider deontic modality as “circumstantially objective” in 
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the context of social science, in modelling e.g. policy spaces and legal/ethical issues. This is what 

Hirvonen et. al. (2021) call “relative modality”. These issues will be treated in more detail in §6. 

 

One of the more interesting issues is how modal modelling relates to the reciprocal contexts of 

justification (proper inference) and discovery (heuristics). As will be explored in more detail below, 

combinatoric modal models – like model-based reasoning in general – serve both of these purposes: 1) 

they support constraint-based modal inference42 (in the sense of inference by the exclusion of 

impossibilities), and 2) they provide a modal heuristic (cross-order) search-space for conceptual 

integration and combinatorial creativity.43  

 

*     *     * 

In the following sections we will present a brief epistemological history of the development of what 

Whitehead meant by “cross-classification”, and show how this, together with combinatorial heuristics, 

further developed into non-metric, multivariate cross-order modelling. This will be presented in its two 

natural, historical phases: classical pre-symbolic and modern symbolic systems.  

 

The ars inveniendi of “modern” operative symbolic systems have been employed in science for at least 

300 years and so thoroughly permeate modern science that we seem to have lost our wonder of them.44 

What we wish to show is that pre-symbolic modelling and combinatory synthesis – in the form of 

cross-classificatory verbal-conceptual modelling – is also an ars inveniendi, and is being applied today 

in this manner, as exemplified by contemporary discrete-variable morphological modelling. The article 

will conclude by giving examples of contemporary computer-aided applications of this modelling 

method, in the areas of engineering design, policy analysis and decision science in general. 

 

However, as a contribution to Epistemological History, the first question to be asked at this point is: 

When did the idea of conjoining or cross-ordering concepts – in order to produce or discover new 

knowledge – begin, and why? All that can be said with any certainty is that it began, like human 

language itself, in the “fog of prehistory”. 

2. In the Beginning was X (Chi) 

X (χεῖ, Latin: chi) is the twenty-second letter of the ancient Greek alphabet. Besides being a standard 

consonant, because of its X-form it has also come to be associated with – or be a generalised symbol 

for – a cross-order pattern of inverted parallelism. For this reason, such cross-order patterns were given 

the name chiasmus, which is the Latinised form of the classical Greek khiasmos and the verb khiazein, 

which literally means “to mark with the letter X”. The Latinized term, however, meant more like “to 

arrange or order in the shape of X”. In this signification, what chiasmus actually denotes predates the 

letter X, predates the Greek alphabet and predates written language altogether. Chiasmus is the name 

for any “cross-order” arrangement of objects, lines, symbols, diagrams, concepts, or any type of 

locution: words, expressions, phrases or whole narrative accounts. More generally, chiasmus is the 

essence of cross-classification and – as will be discussed (§3) – of cross-order modelling in general. 

 

Chiastic structure can be divided into three broad, overlapping stages: iconic, rhetorical/linguistic, and 

epistemic. Here we are principally concerned with epistemic chiasma, but it is interesting to begin by 

briefly considering earlier iconic and rhetorical forms.  [To be continued...] 
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Notes 
 
1   For background, see e.g. Kadison & Kromann (1996), “Historical Foreword” 

2   Whitehead, 1906, p. 4.  

3   Whitehead, 1933, p. 137f. I have chosen to cite this later article because it is expressed more succinctly. 
In APG (1906) he writes: “Geometry, in the widest sense in which it is used by modern mathematicians, 
is a department of what in a certain sense may be called the general science of classification.” (p. 4.) … 
“In Projective Geometry the subject viewed simply as a study of classification has great interest. Thus in 
the foundations of the subject [of projective geometry] this conception is emphasized, while the 
introduction of ‘order ' is deferred. (p. 6). 

In his last work, “Essays In Science and Philosophy” (1948), Whitehead writes: 

“Definition of Abstract Geometry. – Existent space is the subject matter of only one of the applications 
of the modern science of abstract geometry, viewed as a branch of pure mathematics. Geometry has 
been defined00201 as “the study of series of two or more dimensions.” It has also been defined as “the 
science of cross classification.” These definitions are founded upon the actual practice of 
mathematicians in respect to their use of the term “Geometry.” Either of them brings out the fact that 
geometry is not a science with a determinate subject matter. It is concerned with any subject matter to 
which the formal axioms may apply. Geometry is not peculiar in this respect. All branches of pure 
mathematics deal merely with types of relations. Thus the fundamental ideas of geometry (e.g., those of 
points and of straight lines) are not ideas of determinate entities, but of any entities for which the axioms 
are true. And a set of formal geometrical axioms cannot in themselves be true or false, since they are not 
determinate propositions, in that they do not refer to a determinate subject matter. The axioms are 
propositional functions.” (p. 178.) 

4  Whitehead, 1911, p 730. Written for an article on Geometry for Encyclopaedia Britannica (Emphasis 
added). He goes on to write here:  

“… these formal geometrical axioms cannot in themselves be true or false, since they are not 
determinate propositions, in that they do not refer to a determinate subject matter.” 

Earlier, in APG (1906) he writes: 

“… the points mentioned in the axioms are not a special determinate class of entities; but they 
are in fact any entities whatever, which happen to be inter-related in such a manner, that the 
axioms are true when they are considered as referring to those entities and their inter-relations. 
Accordingly—since the class of points is undetermined—the axioms are not propositions at all: 
they are propositional functions.” (p. 2, emphasis added) 
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5  This was a continuation of the earlier work of e.g. Karl Gauss, Bernhard Riemann and James Maxwell. In 

this context, Whitehead was specifically influenced by two important figures who had carried this 
tradition forward: the German mathematician Felix Klein (who was a frequent visitor to Cambridge) and 
the British non-Newtonian physicist William Clifford (who produced the first English translation of 
Bernhard Riemann’s famous Habilitationsvortrag “On the Hypothesis which lie at the Foundations of 
Geometry”, conceived of a general theory of relativity a generation before Einstein, and then died at the 
age of 34 in 1879.). Note that Whitehead’s concept of projective geometry built on what Maxwell had 
called the “geometry of position”, which he (Maxwell) had taken from Gauss. Gauss’, in turn, had been 
inspired by Leibniz’s notion of analysis situs (the analysis of situation) and Characteristica Geometrica 
(1679). 

 “Maxwell, drawing upon Gauss, had used the term ‘geometry of position’ in 1871 for the projective 
geometry of Lazare Carnot and Michel Chasles. Gauss had been inspired by “Leibniz‟s remarks on 
the need to formulate geometric algorithms to express geometric location (analysis situs).”  Dawson  
(2008), p. 17, Note 57, in reference to Harman (1998), p. 154. Cf. Debuiche (2013). 

For a more detailed account of Whitehead’s relationship with Klein and Clifford, see Dawson (2008). 

6    I.e. the move from rhetorical and abbreviate mathematical representation to generative, embedded 
symbolic representation initiated in the 17th century. (See e.g. Serfati 2010, 2020; Ritchey 2022.) 

7   At this point, the details of Whitehead’s actual axioms are not important. They will, however, be taken 
up in §5. 

8    Note the association between this and modern mathematical “model theory”, which was being 
developing during the last decades of Whitehead’s life. All of this is a central aspect of the so-called 
Leibniz Program. See e.g. Benis-Sinaceur (1989/2023) for an account of the relationship between 
Leibniz, Kurt Gödel, ars inveniendi and the development of model theory. 

9   Actually that are (at least) three “symbolic revolutions” in the development of human cognition: 

 The emergence of human spoken language (orality) 
 The development of written language (literacy) 
 The development of operative symbolic systems (extended symbolic cognition)  

A truly “rational” AI may be the next stage – whatever that may entail. 
 
10  Whitehead 1906; 1911; 1933; 1947. The nominal definition of cross-classification is: “The placing of 

items into classes based on the features of two or more variables.” [OR] “a system of classification used 
in which each item is assigned to the intersection of a row category and a column category. [APA 
Dictionary of Psychology]. This is technically correct, but conceptually limited. Whitehead is using the 
term in the wider epistemological sense of multivariate cross-order mapping and heuristic symbolic 
modelling. 

11  The terms hypotaxis and parataxis essentially mean subordinate and coordinate arrangements 
respectively. Although they are used – most notably – in linguistics and the study of grammar and 
syntax, they are far too important to be associated only with specific disciplines. They are fundamental 
logical and epistemological-classificatory concepts. 

12   I.e. between linear hierarchal classification (e.g. Dewey Decimal system) and multivariate cross-
classification (e.g. Facet-analysis, and as in contemporary, non-pre-categorized “tagging” systems used 
in digital search engines). As noted by Hjørland (2013), facet-analysis was developed in the early 20th as 
a complementary knowledge organization approach within Library and Information Science. 

“The facet-analytic paradigm is probably the most distinct approach to knowledge organization 
within Library and Information Science: and in many ways it has dominated what has been 
termed “modem classification theory”. It was mainly developed by S. R. Ranganathan and the 
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British Classification Research Group, but it is mostly based on principles of logical division 
developed more than two millennia ago.” (Hjørland, 2013, Abstract.) 

For a quick overview see e.g. Dahlberg (1976); van den Heuvel (2011). Cf. de Grolier (1962).  

13  See influential Dunnell (1971). 

14  Whitehead (1933, p. 137f). Whitehead’s reference to (strict) linear hierarchal classification (nowadays 
called “proper taxonomies”) as “Aristotle’s method” is somewhat misleading. Aristotle – like Plato (see 
§ 4, infra) – also clearly recognized the usefulness of cross-ordering as a method of classification (e.g. in 
The Categories). However, it is nonetheless true that 1) Aristotle considered strict hierarchal 
classification and its use in deductive inference or “demonstration” (apódeixis) as the only true 
“scientific” method, and 2) that this became doctrine in the classical (Aristotelian) scientific tradition. I 
understand Whitehead as referring to this “tradition”. (Cf. Ritchey, 2022). 

15 Whitehead, 1948, p. 237f. Emphasis added. The contemporary expression of this blending of forms is 
Conceptual Integration Theory (CIT) put forward by Fauconnier &Turner (2002). 

16  Whitehead, 1948, p. 98. Emphasis and brackets added. 

17  This is Debuiche’s (2013, pp, 359f) description of Leibniz’s similar work in developing a Geometrica 
characteristica (symbolic geometry) and a logical calculus, which has been called “The Leibniz 
Project”. Cf. Loemker (1969), pp. 371-382. See §5, infra.  

“During his whole life, Leibniz attempted to elaborate a new kind of geometry devoted to 
relations and not to magnitudes, based on space and situation, independent of shapes and 
quantities, and endowed with a symbolic calculus. Such a “geometric characteristic” shares some 
elements with the perspective geometry: they both are geometries of situational relations, founded 
in a transformation preserving some invariants, using infinity, and constituting a general method 
of knowledge.” [Debuiche, 2013. Abstract.) 

 
18  Whitehead, 1948, p. 207. (Emphasis added.) 

19   Leibniz presented the first manifest of this notion in a paper published in Acta Eruditorum (1684) titled 
“Meditationes de Cognitione, Veritate et Ideis [Reflectons on Knowledge, Truth and Ideas]. What was 
first accomplished in mathematics (Viete & Descartes) Leibniz wanted to further develop, on a purely 
conceptual bases, with a calculus (or algebra) of concepts. The realization of his Universal 
characteristica (Universal symbolic system) what is today called the Leibniz program. 

20   Swoyer (1991). 

21   Kanamori (2009) p. 474. 

22  Krämer (1997, 2003, 2016); cf. Esquisabel (2012). See Ritchey (2022) p. 29f for further examples with 
sources.  

Krämer also calls it “operative writing” and describes it as:   

“... inspired by three attributes: (1) Symbolic language can be used as a technique for problem 
solving. (2) The rules of manipulating symbols can be independent of their interpretation. (3) 
Symbols do not only depict, but constitute knowledge.” (Krämer 2016, Abstract.) 

 

Cf. Ritchey (2022), with the following similar “attributes”: 

1. A medium for representing cognitive phenomena, 

2. A tool for operating with this medium in order to solve problems or to prove theories, 

3. A formal (syntactic) structure that has an inherent generative potential for the development of new 

entities and relationships. 
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23  See e.g. Serfati (2010; 2020). “After the introduction of the symbolic writing system, nothing in 

mathematics was anymore like before. The outcome was, strictly speaking, a (symbolic) revolution, one 
of the major components of the scientific revolution.” (Serfati, 2010, p. 120.) 

24  “Grassmann looked back to Leibniz and claimed that that the geometric algebra developed in his 
groundbreaking 1844 Ausdehnungslehre was the natural development of Leibniz’s ideas on the 
‘geometric characteristic’, announced in the letter to Huygens in 1679. Grassmann’s prize essay of 1847 
was written in response to a challenge to complete Leibniz’s project for the characteristic.” (Banks 
2013, p. 21).  

Writing about his own work in the third person, Grassmann  states: “[Leibniz presents] yet another 
remarkable point where he quite clearly expresses the applicability of this [geometrical] analysis to 
objects that are not of a spatial nature, but adds that it is not possible to give a clear concept of this in a 
few words. Now, in fact, as is demonstrated throughout Grassmann‘s Ausdehnungslehre, all concepts 
and laws of the new analysis can be developed completely independently of spatial intuitions, since they 
can be tied to the abstract concept of a continuous transformation; and, once one has grasped this idea of 
a pure, conceptually interpreted continuous transformation, it is easy to see that the laws developed in 
this essay are also capable of this interpretation, stripped of spatial intuitions. Grassmann 1995, p. 384; 
cited in Banks (2013), p. 21. 

25   Heath (1917) p. 38. (Emphasis added.) 

26   See e.g. Gilles (2015). 

27  See e.g. Magnani, Nersessian & Thagard (1999). Thanks to Lorenzo Magnani et. al. there is a whole 
library of books and articles on this subject. 

28    See e.g. Ritchey (2013) for a review of this concept. 

29  For a detailed review see e.g. Feest & Sturm (2011); Sturm (2011); Nickles (2017); Vagelli (2019). Note 
that the original French concept has been variously translated into English a “Historical Epistemology”, 
“History of Epistemology” and “Epistemological History”. There has been some discussion as to 
possible differences in the meanings of these terms, which will not be addressed here. Following 
Georges Canguilhem, we choose “Epistemological History” (See e.g. Gingras, 2010; cf. Tiles 1987). 

30   For a brief overview, see e.g. Ritchey (2022). 

31   For a more detailed discussion see e.g. Vagelli (2019); Loraux (2005).  

32   Vagelli (2019), p. 106. 

33   Renn & Gutfreund (2020) P. 115. (My emphasis). 

34   Schrödinger (1954) p. 18f. 

35   For a detailed account see Mauján (2020). 

36   See Ritchey (2012, 2018) for a more detailed discussion. 

37  The term parameter is being used here in its broader “systems science” sense, as being one of a set of 
factors that defines a system and determines its behaviour, and which can be varied in an experiment – 
including a Gedankenexperiment.  

38  There has been some disagreement as to what it is that should be included under the rubric of “model 
logic”.  

Narrowly construed, modal logic studies reasoning that involves the use of the expressions 
‘necessarily’ and ‘possibly’. However, the term ‘modal logic’ is used more broadly to cover a family 
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of logics with similar rules and a variety of different symbols. (Garson (2003).) 

Thus – using the “narrow” sense of the term – alethic reasoning is “modal”, whereas deontic, or the 
normative logic of obligation, prescription and proscription, is to be considered a separate family. 
However here we use the broader designation which considers both alethic and deontic logic – as well 
as e.g. doxastic (what one believes) and epistemic (what one knows) reasoning – as part of the family of 
“modal” logics.  

39  See e.g. Sjölin & Grüne-Yanoff (2021; 2023) for a discussion of recent developments. 

40  See e.g. Williamson (2016); cf. Hirvonen et. al. (2021).  

41   Note that we are treating deontic modality as “objective” to the extent that such constraints reflect 
“social facts” that must to be considered in e.g. policy analysis and social planning. 

42  Khemlani et. al. (2018). Modal inference differs from (logical) inference stricru sensu, i.e. as deduction 
from premises to necessary conclusions. The different notions of inference used in relationship to strict 
deduction, abduction and heuristics in general will not be addressed here. See e.g. Ippoliti, E. & Nickles, 
T. (2020); Magnani (2015). 

43   See e.g. Boden (1999); Fauconnier & Turner (2002). Cf. Ritchey (2021) for overview. The status of the 
heuristic/discovery process described by Magnani (below) for model-base reasoning in general applies 
just as well (mutatis mutandis) to combinatoric modal modelling: 

“… the ‘fundamental’ role played by models in science is the one we find in the core abductive 
discovery processes … [which] are constitutive of new scientific frameworks and new empirical 
domains. The abduction of these models in science is epistemically productive; … they are 
knowledge-enhancing devices, which play an important role in reaching empirically fecund 
knowledge.” (Magnani (2015), p. 43). 

44  This is what Wigner’s (1960) article “The unreasonable effectiveness of Mathematics in the Natural 
Sciences” is about – although I think that he approached the issue from the wrong perspective and with 
a strangely pessimistic attitude.) 

 

*      *      * 
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